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The unperturbed energy is p2/2m. Thus in this case al-
so polarization effects increase as p increases. In our
case polarization effects increase throughout the whole
band, since the 1s bandwidth is considerably less than
the exciton energy.
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It is shown that by using alternate layers of materials with high and low elastic constants
resolved shearing stresses of the order of p&,„/100 will be required in order to drive dislo-
cations through the combination. The layers should be so thin that a Frank Read source can-
not operate inside one layer. The low-elastic-constant material should be such that perfect
dislocations rather than partials occur in bulk specimens of the material. Several possible
combinations are suggested.

Present knowledge about dislocations should be
enough to suggest methods of preparing specimens
which resist deformation and which are not sus-
ceptible to brittle fracture. Friedel reviewed the
situation. '

We would like to propose a composite material
which is rather different from previous sugges-
tions. Suppose that a specimen is prepared by
epitaxial crystal growth which consists of alter-
nate layers of crystals A and B. We attempt to
choose the two crystals such that:

(a) Their lattice parameters, at the operating
temperature, are nearly equal. Actually we want
to grow the two crystals on one another epitaxially
without having large strains present at the inter-
face.

(b) Their thermal expansions should be as
nearly equal as possible so that changes in tem-
perature will not destroy the lattice fit at the
interfaces.

(c) The elastic constants should differ by as
much as possible. What is really required is
that the line energy (i.e. , the energy per unit
length) of the dislocations should be as different
as possible in large single crystals of materials
A and B. If B is the material associated with
large line energy the dislocations prefer to be
in A. Moreover a very large external stress will
be required to drive dislocations from A into B.

(d) The bonding between A atoms and B atoms
should be large, i. e. , of the same order as the
bonding between two A atoms or between two 8
atoms.

Note that we did not require that materials A
and B have the same crystal structure. In fact,
interesting complications probably arise if A and
B have different crystal structures.

(e) The thicknesses of the A and B layers must
be small. The A layer (i.e. , the low-line-energy
material) must be thin enough so that dislocation
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generation cannot occur inside the A layer. This
requires that the A layer be of the order of 100
atomic layers thick or less. The J3 layer should
be about the same thickness, since if it mere thick,
dislocations generated in J3 could pile up in A and
produce the necessary stress concentrations.

Consider some possible candidates for the
materials A and 8. Nickel and copper are one
possibility. They are both face-centered cubic.
Their lattice parameters at room temperature
are S.5165 A (¹i)and 3.6074 A (Cu). Their
coeff1cients of hnear thermal expans1on e are
13.9Vx 10 (Ni) and 1V. 8 x 10 (Cu). Their
room-temperature elastic constants are C»
=2.465 x 10' dyn/cm, C«=1.24V x10' dyn/cm,
C» = 1.4VS x 10"dyn/cm' (¹) and C» = 1.684
x 10' dyn/cm, C«=0. V5 x 10' dyn/cm, and

C„=l. 214 x10» dyn/cm~ (Cu). The line

energy of copper mas calculated by de Wit and

Koehler who give

E = (Zb'/4~) In(~/~, ),

where b is the Burgers vector, 8 is the radius
of a cylindrical specimen with the dislocation
along its axis, xo is the inner cutoff radius which

is about tmo interatomic distances. The constant

K depends on the angle 8 between the Burgers
vector b and the dislocation axis; in fact, for
copper

K c„=5.93 —1.60 eos 28 —0.08 eos 48
-0.02 e.os 68+0.01 cos 88,

where the coefficients are given in units 10"
dyn/cm . In nickel which is less anisotropic
than copper the series in 8 should converge more

rapidly. The first tmo terms for nickel are in

the same units,

KN; ——10.11 —2. 25 cos 2~

The values of K for the edge and screw orienta-
tions are
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ORIGINAL DISLOCAT ION

where we used 8 = 1.0 cm and xo = 2b. Ac«ally
a complication arises because the dislocations
a1 e split into partial dlslocatlons 1n coppel and
in nickel. In copper the stacking fault energy is
about 85 erg/cm ' and the partials are separated
by about 6 b, i. e. , about six interatomic distances.
In nickel the stacking fault energy is about 150
erg/cm so that the eguiIibrium separation of the
partials is about four interatomic distances.
The splitting mill reduce the repulsion at the
interface since only the leading partial is strongly
repelled by its image. There is of course also
a repulsive force on the other partial. We shall
show that the dislocation splitting into partials
is important but let us postpone that point unt1l we
describe the image problem.

The boundary conditions at the interface be-
tween two crystals are such that the displace-
ments and the stresses be continuous across the
interface. Head has considered somewhat sim-
pler image problems. Let us suppose that a long
straight serem dislocation is near to and paral-
lel to one of the interfaces. The screw disloca-
tion has Burgers vector 5 and is a distance A,

from the interface. We suppose that the disloca-
tion is in the material mith the smaller elastic
constants. Then using isotropic elasticity theory,
the images required are shovrn in Fig. 1, where

K, c„=7.45, K,C„=4.21,
K, „,- = 12.36, K, N, = '7. 86.

The Burgers vector for perfect dislocations
in copper and nickel are 2. 5508 and 2.4865 A

so that bc„' = 6.5066 (A)' and b„,' = 6. 182V (A)'.
Hence the drop in 5 in nickel does not compensate

for its larger elastic constants. The line ener-
gies for edge and screm dislocations in copper
and nickel are

X =. +S
I

BI

X= SI+SP

AI

X = 2SI +S~
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+2S -h
I

+2SI+h „

2S +2S -h
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E,c„= 6.4VV x 10 erg/cm,
E,c„= 3.660 x 10 erg/cm,
E,„, = 10.211 x 10 ' erg/cm,
E,N,

= 6.493 x 10 erg/cm,

FIG. l. Sere~ dislocation in a layered structure.
The dragging gives the strength and the location of the

lIQage S .



& = (p2 —v&)/(ra+ v»~ (4)

and p, , is the modulus of rigidity of the low-elas-
tic-constant material (Ao, A„A „etc.) and p,
is the modulus of rigidity of the high-elastic-con-
stant material. The force per unit length between
the dislocation and its nearest image is therefore

I' = b Rp, ,/4' . (5)

The dislocation is repelled from its image if 8
is positive. The resolved shearing stress o„re-
quired to drive the dislocation to within k of the
interface is

o„=bRp, sine/4mh, (6)

where 0 is the smallest angle between the inter-
face and the glide planes of crystal with the smal-
ler elastic constants. Equation (8) cannot of
course hold right up to the interface. Actually,
when the distance to the interface is equal to the
core radius fp = 26 we have achieved about the
1Rrgest r'epulslon possible. Thus

ormyth

= BjlLy sln8/8g.

For the nickel-copper combination o, ~= ~ p, ,
for a complete dislocation (sine = 0. 816 64,
~ = 0.2464).

Another possible combination consists of layers
of rhodium and palladium which are both face-
centered-cubic crystals. The Burgers vectors
are bah = 2. 67 A, bp~ = 2. 74 A, p, ~„=1.53 x1Q
dyn/cm, p, z, d

= 0. 445x 10" dyn/cm . The coef-
ficients of linear expansion are e» ——8. 5 ~ 10
Rnd &pd = 11 0 ~ 10 In this case, R = 0. 547
and the maximum resolved shearing stress sup-
ported iss'e p,

A further possible combination is platinum and
iridium which again are face-centered cubic. The
Burgers vectors are b, = 2. 77 A, b„= 2. 71 A,
p, ~, = 0. 625 x 10' dyn/cm', p, „=2. 13 x 10"
cyn/cm, and the coefficients of linear expansion
are ap, = 8. 99 x 10 6 and n„= 5. 71 x 10 . Here
R = 0. 547 and o„m~ = ~~ p, &.

Consider also the alkali halides MgO and LiF.
0

Their lattice constants are aM~o = 4. 21 A, a«z
= 4. 02 A. Their moduli of rigidity are p.„,o = 1.48
x 10 dyn/cm, pz, ~p = 0.628 x 10 dyn/cm . Thus,
we have 3 = 0. 404 and arm~ =so 9&

For the face-centered-cubic metals we picked
the interface to be a (100) plane. The (111)glide
plane makes an angle of 54 45' with the interface.
In the case of the ionic crystals if the interface
between A and 8 is a (100) plane then the (110)

glide plane makes an angle of 45' with the inter-
face.

Consider the body-center ed-cutHC metRls. In
this case if the interface is (100) and the glide
plane is (110) the angle 6 is 45 . A possible pair
of metals are tungsten Rnd tantalum. Their vital
parameters are a& = 3. 1586A, C» ——5.01 x 1Q'

dyn/cm, C,~ = 1.98 x 10' dyn/cm, C« = 1.514
x 10"dyn/cm' (W), o.„=4. 5 x 10 '/'K and ar,
= 3. 291 A, C» ——2. 6'f x 10' dyn/cm', C&2 = 1.61
x 10"dyn/cm, C« = 0. 825 x 10" dyn/cm' (Ta),
oTa 6.——5x 10 /'K. Thus yj', =0.2948 and
0 & foal~

=
gp y p, y i In Rll of the above calculations

where cubic elastic constants were available,
we have used C44 Rs the modulus of rigidity.

Let us next consider the changes which result
when the splitting into partial dislocations is con-
sidered. We examine the situation for the face-
centered metals in detail since more is known

about their properties. Figure 2 shows the glide
plane, the interface between crystals A and 8,
the partial dislocati. ons on their glide plane, and

the nearest image dislocations. We have labeled
all of the forces which act on the two partials and

we list them below. First we give the forces on

F,'„=a„b,WS =+v„a/2',
~1~sr- Y

Fba bg'b2 gg/27fd= /gal /247I'd )

FI, = —&b, p, cose/4n, h = —Ra p, cos9/24mh, (8)

PFosfj/24&(4h +d +4hd i fj)

= - f~'p, i[2h sin8+d(sin'8 cos'8)]/

24~(4h'+d'+4hd sins) .

Actually these are the components of force along
the glide plane. The plus sign means towards the
interface. I',', is the force from the applied
stress; E» is that resulting from the presence
of the stacking fault; E,'2 is the force from the
other partial; E„is the force from the image of
b„' F~ is the force from the image of 62. Simi-

2
larly, the components of force on b, are

=o~/2'
2+sr —+p )

= —0 (& /24md ~
2

+z = —[~& pq cos8/24m(h+d sin8)],
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or, if x = d/v 2athis equation becomes

2' p, , 1 R cos8
a 12m' x 1+x sin8

R(2 sin8 +x)
(4+4x sin8 +x~)

FIG. 2. Forces acting on partial dislocations near the
interface between two media. The xy plane is the inter-
face. The material below where g equals zero is a face-
centered-cubic crystal. The (111) glide plane is the
triangle.

&I, = Ra p, cos8—/24m(4 h' +d'+4hd sin8) / '

=-Ra'p, ,(2h sin8 +d)/24m(4h'+d +4hd sin8) ~

%e wish to find the resolved shearing stress
which wiD push b, to within a distance A = xo of
the interface and we wish to find the separation
between G, and b~ when this stress is applied.
Re obtain d, the separation of the partials, by
equating o„ from (8) with cr„ from (9) inserting
A = xo. This gives

In the case of copper-nickel where 8 = 54'45',
y, = 85 erg/cma, nd [u, = 7.54 && 10"dyn/cm~,

uponsolving (10)one finds thatx=d/v 2a= l. 98094
so that the partials are about four atomic distances
apart. Using this x 1n Eq. (12)we obtain v„= 2+p p, ) ~

Hence, in copper, the fact that the stacking fault

energy is low, enabling the partials to separate,
reduces the effectiveness of the layered structure
by a factor of 2. Hence, in choosing materials
for the low-elastic-constant portion of the sand-
wich, one should choose substances which have

perfect dislocations not pal tlals,

Finally, we shouM consider what happens when

a dislocation passes through the interface. If the
two materials have the same crystal structure but

have slightly different Burgers vectors then
Friedele points out that a dislocation will be left
at the interface with a Burgers vector such that
the node condition is satisfied at the place where
the three dislocations meet (see Fig. 3). If the
crystal structure of A and B diffexs then a simi-
lar situation exists in which the difference between
the Burgers vectors is made up by the dislocation
which lies along the interface.

Note added in proof The idea. s described in this
note are also valid if one of the materials is amor-
phous.

4v2y p, d R sin8 cos8(d/&2a)
a 12' v 2a [1+sin8(d/v 2a)]

2R cos'8 (d/v 2a)
[4(ds/ Pa') + 4 s

in8�
(d/WPa)[ )

Once d is known a„can be found by requiring that
either partial dislocation is in equilibrium. One
finds from (9) that

2yv2 p, , v 2a Rcos8v/2a
12'[[ d (&2a +d stn8)

Rv 2a(2v 2a sine +d)
(8a'+d& +4v 2ad sin8)

~IO

F&G. 3. Generation of an interface dislocation Q2 —b~)

when glide penetrates the interface between two materi-
als (after Friedel).
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The attenuation of longitudinal ultrasound in X-cut quartz is explained in terms of three-
phonon interactions involving slow transverse thermal phonons. The approximately T6 tem-
perature dependence of the attenuation is understood when the dispersion of the slow trans-
verse branch is properly considered. This mechanism can also account for the measured
attenuation of four additional acoustic modes.

Theoretical models for three-phonon interac-
tions in solids have successfully explained the at-
tenuation of longitudinal ultrasound in many insu-
lators at low temperatures with the notable ex-
ception of quartz. ' A thorough analysis of the
discrepancies between the theoretical predictions
and the experimental results for the attenuation
of longitudinal acoustic waves in the x direction
of quartz has been given by Lewis and Patterson.

Mechanisms which involve the interaction of
the longitudinal acoustic wave with longitudinal
thermal phonons such as those proposed by Maris
and Shiren are too weak in X-cut quartz to ac-
count for the measured attenuation. Kalejs, Maris,
and Truell's' mechanism where the longitudinal
acoustic wave interacts with transverse thermal
phonons can explain the large magnitude of the
attenuation, but its T temperature dependence
differs from the approximately T temperature
dependence measured. This mechanism should
be the dominant mechanism, however, because
the predicted attenuation varies as (1/v, „), and
in the x direction of quartz the slow transverse
phonon velocity is approximately 5 that of the
longitudinal phonon velocity. We believe that
this is the dominant mechanism and that if the
dispersion of the slow transverse branch is prop-
erly considered, the - T temperature dependence
of the attenuation can also be understood.

All such phonon-phonon interaction mechanisms
which involve the interaction of longitudinal acous-

tic phonons. with thermal phonons of any polar-
ization are normally forbidden because of the in-
ability of these processes to conserve energy.
However, because of the finite lifetime 7 of the
thermal phonons, energy need be conserved only
to the order of a/7'. Therefore, in the calcula-
tion of the absorption of 1.ongitudinal waves by
three-phonon processes, a Lorentzian function
replaces the 5 function in energy in order to rep-
resent the fuzziness of the thermal-phonon energy
states.

The attenuation of an acoustic wave of frequency
(d and velocity v, interacting with thermal phonons
of frequency ~„group velocity v„, and wave vector
K& is given by

4. 34@+ A K, 8Nj

327T p V~ l (d~ eM~

vt d'K, ,i+ [1-(vg/v, ) cos e j '

where N, is the occupation number of the thermal
phonons, 8 is the angle between the propagation
directions of the acoustic and thermal phonons,
and A is the elastic coupling parameter.

In the continuum model the allowed thermal-
phonon frequencies are not bounded. By including


